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Abstract. Regular trees can he detined by two types of rational exprwions. For these two types 
w;i- solve the star-height problem, i.e., we show how to construct a rational expression of minimal 
star-height from the minimal graph of the given tree (i.e., the analogue of the minimal deterministic 
automaton for regular languages). In one case, the minimal starheight is the rank (in the Sense 
of Eggan) of the minimal graph. There corresponds a characterization of the star-height of a 
preti---free regular language w.r.t. rational expressions of a special kind (called deterministic) as 
,il~ r:::;L of its minimal deterministic automaton considered as a graph. 
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Introduction 

Regular t rem, i.e., trees which are either fink or infinite with only finitely many 

distinct subtrees, play ;In important role in the theory of progp-am schemes They 

have been investigated by Cousineau [9], Jacob [ Ifi]. Elgot et al. [ 131 and Courcelie 
) 

PI . 

Since they form the free iterative theory (generated by some ranked alphabet 

F), they are denoted by certain iterative theory expressions (see [2, 13, 14-j). These 
iterative theory expressions include the ratimal expressiocs indcpendentfy defined 

by Cousineau [9]. The relation between these two classes of expressions has been 
stwwn by Courcelle [8]. 
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All these exbressions use an iteration operator (denoted t or *) very close to 
Kleene’s * foi languages. They raise a star-height problem, i.e., the problem of 
constructing a rational expression of minimal star-height which defines a given 

regular tree. 
This problem is trivial for iterative theory expressions which use vector iteration 

since every regular tree can be defined by such an expression with one iteration if 
the tree is infinite and no iteration if it is finite [12]. It is not if iterative theory 
expressions are restricted so as to use only scalar iteration. We solve it and we show 
that the minimal star-height is exactly the rank of the minimal graph of the tree 
(the rank of a directed graph has been introduced by Eggan [lo] for the study of 
rational expressions defining languages and further investigated by McNaughton 
[ 17, 181 and Cohen and Brzozowski [3-61). 

These expressions use an operation called composition, a typical case of which is 

e.,,&. . . . , e,,), which denotes the tree obtained by the substitution of 
Val( e,), . . . , Val( e,,) at certain leaves of Val( e) (we denote by Val( e) the tree 
defined by the expression e). 

The major contribution of Cousineau was to show that the operation of composi- 
tion is dispensable and that the resulting expressions still generate all regular trees 
(see [8] for a simple proof). These restricted expressions raise another star-height 
problem for which we also give the solution. The minimal star-height in this sense 
is also obtained from the consideration of the minimal graph of ;he troe. 

For technical reasons, we shall work neither with iterative thc‘ory expressions 

[2, 8. 131 nor with rational expressions [R, O] but with slightly different expressions 

(still called rt4fiortal) which use the following constructions: 

:+ 1 ( I+ iterate Val( e) with respect to the variable 2.:. 

(‘-1 , ,,....I’~! te I*..., C)li j: substitute Val(c,). . . . , Val&i for c,. , . . , cA in 

Val( 4). 

Our results will be obtained for these rational expressions but they transfer easily 

to the a hove mentioned expressions. 

The proofs of our two results follow the s;mt pattern that can be sketched as 

f0llows. 

A rqular tree is manipul:rted by IYI~‘~I~S of ;t finite pointed graph of which it is 
the infinite unlooping. These qaphs can bc ‘structured‘, in ditiercnt ways. hut each 

%ructuring’ is characterized by an intogctr, its ‘depth’. 

For each structuring of ‘depth’ II, one can construct a rational expession of 

star-height II. Hence, ;I certain rational expressic7.n can be associated with a ‘structur- 

ing’ of minimA ‘depth’ of the minimal pointed graph of the given tree. 

It turns out that this rational expression is the right one, i.e., is of minimal 

stair--height :imong all those defining the given tree. 

In order to prove this. we first define some syntactical manipulations performing 

\ornc‘ c;implifications of r;ltional expressions. Thcv transform ;t rational expression II 
int0 an cquivAcnt orit’ in irorttlai fi~171. 
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From the syntactical structuring of a minimal rational expression in normal form, 
one can construct a ‘structuring’ of the minimal graph of the tree whose ‘depth’ is 
not less than the star-height of the expression. And from the first construction one 
gets an equality as required. 

1. Preliminaries. Regular trees and rational expressions 

We recah quickly frcm [8] the following terminology and notations: 
- F is a finite ranked alphabet, 
- p(f) for f~ F is the rank (20) of the function symbol f, 

-& ={fe Flp(.Y’) = k), 
- V is an infinite set of variables (of arity 0), 
- M( F, V) is the set of finite well-formed terms built on lC LJ V and identified in a 

classical way with finite trees, 
- M“( F, V) is the set of finite and infinite such trees, 
- R( F, V) is the set of finite and infinite regular trees, i.e., of trees T in Mix(F; VJ 

such that the set Subtree( T) of their subtrees is finite, 
- Va-( 7’) L r T in M” (F, V) is the set of variables having an occurrence in T. 

1.1. Definition. E(F, V) is the set of rutionaf expressions (.r.e.) we shall use in this 
paper: it is inductively defined as follows: 

(i) t‘ in V is a r.e. 
(ii) a in FfI is a r.e. 

(iii) f( el.. . . , ek) is a r.e. if fE & and 4,. . . . , ek are r.e. 

(iv) *,.(e’) is a r.e. if v E V and e’ is a r.e. , 

(v? eoa,, 6, . l . + c ek) is a r.e. if e(), el, . . . , ek are r.e. and (T is a sequence 

t 2. I, . . . , ok) of distinct variables of V. 
We shall denote by (r(i) the ith element of (T (1 s i s k). We shall also write 

e’.,.&’ instead of e’., II, e”. We shall denote by E,,(F, V) the set of restricted rational 
espressiorts (r.r.e), i.e.. the subset of E( F, V) consisting of r.e. built without rule (v). 

For trws T, T, , . . . , Tk WC denote by T[ T,/ u,, . . . , Tk/ ok] the substitution of z 
for t’, in 7: where cl, . . . , ok are distinct variables in V. 

1.2. Definition. The value Val(e) of a rational expression e is a regular tree defined 
;1s follows: 

Val( e) = 

Cl if e= a, ~1 E 7% 

L, if e= v, 2‘E v, 

f(Val( e,), . . . , Vd( f%)) if e=f(e,, . . . , ed, 

Val(c,,)[Val(e,)/a(1), . . . ,Va!(ek)/&)] if e=edel,. . . , ek), 

the unique tree t such that t = Val( e’)[tl v] if e = *[;( e’) and Val( e’) Z Z.J. 
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The tree Val( e) is undefined if in the last case Val( e’) = u or Vah?‘) or any of 

the required Val( e,,), . . . , Vat(ek) is undefined (depending on the case). 

It is easy to decide whether Val(e) is defined or not. 

Convention. We shall only consider r.e.‘s e such that Val(e) is defined. 

Two r.e.‘s are equivalent if they define the same tree. 

A few more definitions concerning the syntax of r.e. will be necessary. 

1.3. Definition. The set Sub(e) of the wbexpressions of an r.e. e defined as in 

Definition 1.1 is given by 

k1 in cases (i) and (ii), 

{e} uSub(e,)us - - u Sub(ek) in case (iii), 

{e} dubWi in case (iv), 

(c) uSub( e,,) u - . - u Sub(ek) in case (v). 

From Definition 1.2 it is easy to see that if a subexpression e’ of e is replaced L:,r 

it11 cquivalcnt r-e. 4’ at some of its occurrences in e, then the resulting r.e. 4 is 

cyulvalcnt to e. 

1.4. Definition. All occurrences of the variable zl in *J c’) are bound; if (r(i) = c 
for- some i. the occurrences of L‘ in LJ’ are bourd in e’.,,(c”;, . . . , e;l). 

An occurrence of I/ which is not bound is free. kund variables can be renamed 

provided classical contlicts are avoided. Note that c may be both free and bound 

in e’.J L’;. _ . . . e;‘) (if c(i) = t’ and v is free in cy, . . . , c(). As in the lambda-calculus 

for- instance in [I]. WC shall consider as identical two r.e. e and e’ which only differ 

I’\’ renaming of bound variables and WC shall write e = c*‘. 

Finally. w denote by Fvar(e) the set of variables having free occurrences in e. 

It is ckar that Fvar( e) 2 Var(Val( e)) but the inclusion may be strict. Take for 
tzxamplc e = (c,).,,.,,,.,,( c 

VarWaU e): f Fvar( ei. 
i. rJ. Then Fvar(e) ={ c;, c.,} and Val(e) = c3 SO that 



When saying that an r.r.e. is of minimal star-height we shall mean that it has this 

property among the r.r.e.‘s defining the same tree. We shall also use the length of 

ii r.e.. denoted by lel and defined as follows: 

lel=l if e#&_J V, 

IO Y1,. * l , eJ= 1 +(e,l+* . w+lekl, 

I*,.(e)1 = 1 + 14 

It follows that lel =-c le’l whtn 4 is a sub-expression of e’ which is proper, i.e., e f e’. 

Finally, the notation e+,,( el, . . . , eh) will be (exceptionally) extended to the case 

.k = 0 (Le., c = P I and it means e,,. 

Our constructions will make a heavy use of various types of graphs. 

1.6. Definition. By a graph we shall mean a pair G = (N, A), consist!ng of a finite 

set of rrodes N and ti finite set of arcs A. Each arc a in A has a source and a taagef 

in Al. 

A c:rber,~pil of G is a graph G’ - (N’, A’) such that N’S N and A’c A. It is 

fir/l 2’ everv arc of ,4 having a wurce and a target in N’ is in A’. If N”c_ N we 

d 
I 

enott by G\N” the full subgraph of G with set if nodes N- N”. It may be empty 

if N” = N. 

If one has a path n,. a,, . . . . a,,, t2 2 1, from s to s’ (i.e., s is the source of a,, s’ 

the target of CT,,, the source of a, + I is the target of a,), then s’ is a descendant 01.‘ s 
and T is an irncestor of s’. A path from s to s is a CJY~ We denote by GL s the full 

subgraph of G whose nodes are s and its descendants in G. 

A pointed graph is a pair ( G, s) of a graph and one of its nodes. 

A homomorphism p: G + G’ is a pair of mappings: N + N’ and .4 -+ _A’ both 

denoted by qc, such thar sources and targets are preserved in an obvious way. 

1.7. Definition. C;iven F and V, we define a ranked graph as a graph satisfying the 

following extra conditions: 

(i) each node s has a label in F u V denoted by I,;th( s), 

(ii) for each node s, an order is given on the set of arcs with source s, 

(iii 1 for e,rch node s, the number of arcs with sourc; s is equal to p($ab( s )1. 

It is convenient to define a ranked graph as a triple (13 = t N, SW, Lab), where N 

is the set crf nodes. Lab( II) is the label of no& II, Sue is a mapping: i’V -+ ,k ” defining 

the sequence of wwessors of a node, i.e.. the sequence of targets of arcs (in the 

order defined by (ii)) having that node for source 

Hence. every ranked graph has an underlying graph. All definitions given w.r.t. 

graphs will apply to a ranked graph by the intermediate of its underlying graph. 

Note that a subgraph of a ranked graph is not neccssariiv the underlying graph of 

a ranked graph. 
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A homomorphism <p: G + G’ is a mapping cp: N + N’ such that Lab= Lab’ 0 50 
and q 0 Sue =: Sue’ 0 9 (labels and successors are preserved). 

1.8. Definition (using terminology and results of Courcelle [S]). A regular tree can 
b6 associated as follows with a pointed ranked graph (G, s), where G = (N, Sue, Lab). 
First we associate with G a regular system of equations & = (w,, = t,,; n E N) with 
set of unknc’wns W = { w,] / n E N} and t,., being defined as follows: 

a if Lab(n)=aG& 

t r1 = 0 

I 

if Lab(n)=w V, 

f( W rl,? . - = , WJ if fEFk, kal,Suc(n)=(nl,...,nk). 

This system has a unique solution in M”(F, V) consisting of a family (T,, 1 n E N) 
of regular trees. We associate 7’s with (G, s) and denote it by T( G, s). 

Let now T be a given regular tree. There exists a canonical pointed ranked graph 

i G s) such that T( G, s) = T, denoted by ( Gl-, nr) and constructed as follows: 

1.9. 

G.I = (Subtree( T), Sue, Lab), nT = T, 

Suc(U)=(Ij,,. . . , Uk), 

Lab(U)=f whenever U=f(U ,...., U,). fEFk. 

L/I,..., SJA E Subtree( T). 

Proposition. ( 1) (G7+ c,-) is the ~.~rzique (up to isornorphism) poirlted rardwd 
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(0) if G is empty or SCC( G) = 0, then r(G) = 0, 
(1) if G is not empty and SCC(G)={G}, then ~(G)=l+Min:r(G\n)In~lV}, 
(2) otherwise, t(G) = Max{ r( G’) 1 G’ E SCC( G)}. 

Note that r(G) = 1 if G consists of one node with one loop and that r(G) = 0 if 
G has no cycle. This concept of rank has been introduced by Eggan [lo] who showed 
that, for every regular language R defined by a transition graph G, a rational 
expresslgn of star-height r(G) could be constructed to define it, and conversely that 
a transition graph of rank h(e) could be associated with a rational expression e. 
Cohen [S] has shown that the star-height of R is exactly the minimal rank of the 
graph corresponding to a non-deterministic finite automaton without E-transitions 
recognizing R (but this does not give any algorithm to compute the star-height of 
R). But for certain types of finite automata (called reset-free, with single final-state), 
the star-height of R is the rank of the minimal deterministic automaton [3,4]. 

We can state a similar result. 

1.12. Theorem. T/it star-height of a regular tree is the rank of its minimal graph. 

Th‘., i-est;.lcted star-height of a regular tree will be characterized in terms 01‘ 
anotl.er concept. the ferlgth of a pnivtcd graph that we now define. 

1.13. Definition. Let G be a graph with set of nodes N. 

A subset B of N 1s called a base of G if every cycle of G has at least one node 

in B. A base is minimal if no proper subset of B is a base. A B-simple path is a 

path where no node of R occurs more than once. By B C-I n we denote the set of 

nodes of B appearing irl a path nTT. 
We now define the letjgtlz f(G, n) of a pointed graph (G, n) as the integer 

I(G, n)=Min{l,,(G, n)IB is a base of G}, 

I,,( (2 II) = Max{Card( B (---J n) 1 T is a R-simple path starting at 12). 

We shall close this section by defining some operations on graphs. 

1.15. Definition. Let (G,. #I,), i = 0,. . . , k, be pointed ranked graphs. and 7; = 

I’( G,. /I, 1 for all i. Let rl, . . . . t-t be distinct variables in V. Let tis also assume that 

(2, = (N,, kc,, Lab,) with N, n IV, = 0 for i f j. 
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We denote by (Go, nd[(G, n,)/vl,. . . 9 ( Gk, nk)/ vk] the pointed ranked graph 

(G, n) with G = (IV, Sue, Lab) defined as follows: 

NJ= W--b E N,,ILaMs) E {v,, . . . , Q}}, 

if sENi,lsiak, 

$) if ~~N[~,Suc~~(s)=(s,,...,s,) and 

S; = if Lab,,( si) = Vi and 1 s i s k then ni else s,, 

Lab(s)=Lab,(s) if SE Ni,OSiG k, 

n = if Lab (no) = u, and 1 s i s k then tZi else n,,. 

Remark th;it ir’ Gil Iii = Gi for all i = 0, 1,. . . , k and each U, labels at least one 
node of Gt,, then Gr n = G. 

1.16. Proposition. With the abme notations, 

Proof. The proof follows from the consideration of the systems Zca,, . . F- 
l ’ ‘Gil, and 

\* ‘Ci. El 

1.17. Definition. Let ( Gi, n,), i = 1, . . . , k, be as in Definition 1 .15 and let fc FL, 

k-r 1. 
We denote by f((G,, nl), . . . 9 (& CI~ )) the painted ranked graph ( (7, II) with 

G = (Iv. Sue, Lab), and where 

Suc’W = (so.. . . . s;). where SW(S) = (sI.. . a . .sk 1 ;inci 

5: = if Lab{ s: 1 = L‘ then !I else s,. 
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Intuitively, G’ is obtained from G by identifying with n al’r nodes labelled by u. 

1.20. Proposition. T(*,( G, n)) = *u( T( G, n)). 
We close this preliminary section with two more lemmas concerning rational 

expressions. 

1.21. Lemma. Zf uea and is not free in (e,,. . . , ek), then *Je.,(&,. . . , e,+)) is 
eguioalent to +,(e).,(el,. . . , ek). 

Proof. It suffices to show that if T E W’( F, V), Val( e) f v, Var( T) n 
(v(l), . . . . a(k), u}=0 and T=VaI(e)[T/u], then 

T[Val(e,)/u(l), . . . , Val(ek)/u(k)]= 

= Val(e)[T[Val(eJo(l), . . l ,Val(e~)/~(~)ll~l, 

and this follows from 18, Proposition 3.4.21. Cl 

Remark that this lemma does not hold for the r.e. introduced by Cousineau (see 
their formal definition in Sections 4 and 5 below). 

Notation. For e in E(F, V) and uI, ZI?, . . . , uk, w,. . . . , wk in V, we denote by 

e[c,/ w,, . . . , Q/ wJ the result of the substitution in e of vi for all free occurrences 
of IV.. 1 ‘, i s k. We denote by = the equivalence of r e.‘s. 

1.22. Lemma. We hatle *J*JeJ) = *,,.(*,(e)) = *Je[u/ w]). 

Proof. The proof follows by similar computations as above. 0 

2. Constructing a rational expression from a ranked graph 

The first half of the proof of our main theorem consists in establishing the following 

analogue of Eggan’s theorem. 

2.1. Theorem. For eoery regular tree T, one can construct a rational expressiorl 
dt$uing I1 with star-height at most r( G,.). 

We first introduce a set of notations, remarks and technical results. 

2.2. Notations. For graphs G and G’, 

- [GI is ihe number of nodes of G, 
. G =r G’ means that G and G’ are isomorphic; by G = G’ we shall mean that G 

and G’ have same nodes and same arcs, 

- Core(G) for a ranked graph G denotes the (non-ranked) graph G \N’ where 

N’ is the set of its nodes labeled in F,,u V, 
- JIG11 = lCore(G)j. 
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2.3. Remark. For any ranked graph G, 

2.4. 

SCC( Core( G)) = SCC( G). r(Core( G)) = r(G). 

Proposition [5, Proposition 2.21. If G is a subgraph of G’, then r(G) c I( G’). 

2.5. Proposition. Let (G, n) be a pointed raraked graph such that Gr n = G and let 
T= T( G, n). Then r( GT) s r(G). 

Proof. Recall from Proposition 1.9 that there exists a unique surjective 

homomorphism cp: G -+ GT such that rp( n) = nF In fact, q(s) = T( G, s) (which is a 

node of G-I. by the construction we gave of GT) for all modes s of G. 
A path in a ranked graph like G can be represented as a sequence n = 

in,, i,, n,, iz, . . . , i,,_ I, n,,,), where nl, n2, . . . , n,,, are nodes and i,, . . . , i,,,_-, are 

integers such that IZ~+~ is the ijth successor of 12~ Its image under (o. namely, 

~(4 =(cp(n,), il,. . . , i,tl-l, q(n,,)), is a path in Gp 

Let us show that, conversely, every path nTI of G,- is cp(rr) for some path 7~ in 

(i. This will show that cp is a pathwise homomorphism in the sense of McNaughton 

[ 171 (see also [S]), hence, by a theorem of [ 171, that r( G?-) s r(G). 
Let 7r’=(t,, i,, tz, i?,. . . , t,,,). Let 11~ be any node of G such that q( nl) = t, (there 

exists some since p is surjective). Then define 12~ as the i,th successor of 11~. This is 

possible since n, and f2 have the same label, say J Note that tl = f(ti,. . . , t;) for 

some _f and fz = ‘I,. Hence t-, = T( G. 12-J = q(r2& 

Wc can go on and define 11.~ from n7 and i ?, and prove similarly that p(r13) = t3. 

I3y repeating the construction one gets a path 7~ = (lz,, il. )111, . . . . , II,,,) and the proof 

that q(rr) = 7’. C! 

Theorem 2.1 will be a corollary of the following more general proposition. 

2.6. Proposition. Let G be a ranked graph. For each rwde II of G. ow car] comfrrrcf 
a rafioizal expression e such that 

IS) h(e)sr(G), 
(2) Val(c) = T(G, h). 

Proof. WC do the proof by induction on r( G) with C3 = (I\J. Sue, Lab). 
&s-ix if r( C;) = 0. this means that G has no cycle, hence that T(G. II) is iinitc; 

one l;an simply take 4 = T( G, rl), or that G is empty and the result holds trivially. 

Inducfit:e step: Let us now consider the case r(G) > 0. Assuming the result for 

all gaphs of lower rank, we do the proof by using an induction on 11 G 11 = ICore( G )]. 
hsc I. Core(G) is not strongl;d connected. 

(iivcn a node 1’1 we let i-f’ be its S.C.C. in Core(G). It is clear that lH1 in !Core( G)I = 
;j c; ;i. 
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Let n,, . . . , nk be the nodes of G which do not belong to H but are successors 
(w.r.t. G) of nodes in H. 

Let q,..., vk be variables not occurring in G. 
Let G,, = (No, Suq,, Lab,) be the ranked graph such that 

N,={n,, . . . , nk} u{the nodes of H}, 

SUC()( s) = 
Sue(s) for all s in H, 

E for s in {q, . . . , nk}, 

Lab,,(s) = 
Lab(s) for all s in H, 
~, 

I for S=ni, l&Sk. 

Note that Core( G,,) = H whence 11 GoI1 < II G 11. Also r( Go) s r(G) since G,, is a 
subgraph of G and by Proposition 2.4. Hence, by induction, we can assume that 
we have a r.e. e. of star-height at most r( Go) defining T(G,,, n). 

Note that 

T(G.rt)= T(G,,,n)[T,/u ,,..., &/ok], with T,=T(G,n,) for i=l... . , k. 

For all i, 1 s is k, we have T( G, nj) = T( Gi, nj) where Gi = Gr ni and Core( Gi) 
is a proper subgraph of Core(G) since it does not contain at least the node n. 

Note alsq that r( Gi) = Max{ r( G’) 1 G’ E SCC(Che( Gi))} by Remark 2.3. Since 
H E M.C(Core( G)) and SCC(Core( G,)) c SCC(Core( G)) we have * 

r(G) 2 MaxbW), r(Core(G,)), . . . , r(<=ore(Gk))} 

2 Max{ r(Go), r(G1), l . l , r(Gd). 

In particular, for all i = 1. . . . , k, 

r(G,) s r(G), II Gi II < II G II 7 
so that by induction we can assume the existence of e,, . . . , ek such that 

Iz(e;) s r(Gj), Val( ei) = 17:. 

Hence the r.e. e = e&e,, . . . , ek) with (T = ( ul, . . . , u,) is such that 

Val( e) = T, h(e) =Max(h(e,,), h(e,), . . . . , h(e,)}s r(G). 

Cme 2. Core(G) is strongly connected. 
Let p be a cycle cenfer [S], i.e. a node in Core(G) such that 

r(Core(G?\p)=r(Core(G))-1 =r(G)- 1. 

Necessarily, Lah( p) i. some symbol f of arity k 3 1. Let Go be the ranked graph 
(N, Suq, Lab,,) with 

SW,,(s) = Sue(s) if s Z y, 

Lab,,(s) = Lab(s) if s f p, 

Lab,,( p) = L‘, where L‘ is a variable not appearing in G. 
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It is clear that Core( G,,) = Core(G)\ p and that r( Go) = r(G) - 1. Let also 

(n,,. l . 7 nk) be &c(p). Some of the nodes &, . . . ,‘nk may be equal to pa Without 

loss of generality we shall assume that Suc( p) = (n,, . . . , nl, p, p, . . . , p) with ni # p 

for i=l,...J. 
Hence, by induction, there exist r.e.‘s e,, . . . , el with 

Val( eJ = T( Go, ni), Iz(ei)sr(G,)=r(G)-1 

for i:=l,...J. Note that 

T(G9 nij = T(G(,, ni)[ T(G, PI/ u], 
TtGp)=fU(G, nJ,. . . , TG q), T(G,pj.. . . , T(G,p)j 

= VaWj[ T(G, p)l ~1, 

where e’ is the r.e. (of star-height at most r(G) - 1) f( el, . . . , eI, u, L‘. . . . . ~9. 

It follows that 

T(G, p) = Val(*,.(e’)), h(*,(e’)) s r(G). 

Going back t3 the initial problem, i.e., to find e defining T( G, n) we have two 

cases. If IZ = p then we are done. Otherwise, as for the n,‘s we have 

T( G, 11) = T( G,,, n)[ T( G, p)/ u]. 

Assuming by induction that we already have e. such that 

Val( e,, 1 = T( G,,, IZ ), lz(e,,)s r(G)- I, 

Proof of Theorem 2.1. By applying Proposition 2.6 to (G l., II-,.) one gets a rational 

expression defining T( Gl-, 11-~-) = T of star-height at most r( G14. tz1 

2.7. Remark. The construction of Proposition 2.6 is etiective. 13~ brute force 

enumeration it is always possible to find the necessary p for Case 2. The rank of a 

graph can bc d~termineci similarly. We shall not cunsi&r here the problem of finding 

cfhcicnt algorithms for doing this. 

2.8. Example. lxt 2’ be the following rqutar system: 

to which correspond the 4-tuple (X. Y. 2, T) of regular trees as unique solution. 
-I-h< trees X, Y, Z hc <lve the same minimal graph G depicted in Fig. l(a). Xts 

IWdL’\ ;1I’c CknotCd by .\-. ‘, 2. t and are hbeicd respectively by _,C g. g, anal 11. The 
l:iJd, d ci is 2 Cth cycle center J. 

~.CI u$ con:+truct a r.‘c. of star-height 2 which defines X. 
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(b) (4 
Fig. 1. 

The graph G has two S.C. components: the full subgraphs with sets of nodes 

(x, y. Z} and {t}. The second one corresponds to the tree T and one can define it 

by e. = *,(h( 0, u)). 

E hence we shall define X by el ..eti, where e, is obtained from the graph G’ of 

Fig. 1 \b) a ~ti is zsumed to define T(G’. x). Since y is a cycle center of G’, we 

consider C” shown in Fig. 1 (c), which iq euactly G’\ y completed with some arcs 

with target v so as to get a ranked graph (i.e., the graph G,, of the proof of 

Proposition 2.6, Case 2). 
One gets e-, = *,J f( w, cl) for defining T( G”, x), and e3 = *,,,(g( IV, v, u)) for defin- 

ing T(G”, L). The tree T( G’, y) can now be defined by e4 = *,(g( L‘, e2, e3))* 
Recall that we want e1 defining T(G’, x’) (remark that e, was ‘only’ defining 

T(G”, x)). We can take e1 = ez. Ve4 and finally e = ( e7. ,,e, ).14eo to define X = T( G, x) 

as wanted. 

3. The star-height of a regular tree 

We prove here that the construction used for the proof of the Theorem 2.1 is 

optimal w.r.t. star-height. 

We shall need a certain notion of normal form for rational expressions. 

3.1. Definition. Let ,\I he the set of rational expressions e satisfying the following 

conditions: 

(1) e and all its subexpressions are of minimal star-height, 

(2) if eoJe,, . . . , eh ) is a subexpression of e, then each a(i) belongs to 

Var(Val( e,,)), 
(3) if *Cr (e,,) is a subexpression of e, then e,, is of the form f(e, , . . . , ek ) and 

L‘ E Var(Val(e,,) ). 
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3.2. Proposition. Every rational expression is equivalent to some rational expression 
in M. 

The proof will be given in Appendix A. 

3.3. Theorem. Let e be an r.e. in M, let T = Val( e) and GeI- be the minimal graph of 
T. Then h(e) = r( G7.). 

Proof. Since every subexpression of e is in M, it will be possible to do the proof 

by induction on the structure of e. 

Case 1. 4 c &J V. Then h(e) = r( GIs) = 0. 
Case 2. e=f(e,,. . . ,e& 

Let 7’ = Val( e), z = Val( e,) so that T = f ( T1, . . . , 7;). Since /I( 4) = 

Max{h!e,), . . . , /I( e,)} and, by induction, /I( ei) = r( G [; ) for all i. we need only show 

that r(G, f=Max(rW,,),. . . ,r(Gr;)). 
Note that GI, = G1 1 ni, where (n,, . . . , nk) is the list of SUCC~~SS~~S of II I. in G Ii 
Subcase I . f I is not the target of any arc in G I; Then clearly SCC( G l.) = _ 

SCCM;, \n, )=SCC(G-,-,ju.. . u SCC( G,, ) and the result follows. (For two sets 

of graphs 11 and B, A =z B means that for all graph H in A there exists H’ in B 

such that If = H’ and vzce-versa.) 

SU kcti St! 2. 11 l is the target of some m-c in G, the source of which is in G, f II ], 
1’or wrw i = I , . . . . k, say i,,. This n~cans that G, 1 II r;,, is qua1 to G, ; since 

ci 1 i 11 I,,, > C; ,, ,. tire have G I‘ z G I 
. 

,,,. Hence r( 6 r,J = r( G I ). Smx (3,; 2 G I 1 II, 
u hich is a k&mph of (;I, r( G [,) s r( G I ) foI all i hence r( GI ) = r( G ,,(,I = 
Max(r( C;,J.. . . , rt (I;!, )> as was to be shown. 

(irse 3. c = 41, ,J Y,. . . . , YI, ). 

1x2 T, = Valt Y, 1 for i = 0, . . . , k and T = Val(u) = 7-J T,,h( 1 ), . . . . Tk/ (r( k )I. 

I-cf ( Ci,. II, i he the rninirnal pointed graph of 7; for i = 0, . . . . k. WC can ;~umc 

that the sctr of nodes of G,,, . . . , GL arc disioiut. Let C; be the poinkd ranked 

graph f G,,. II& G, . II I )/u( 1). . . . , ( Gk, 11~ )/vi k J]. Note that for each i = 1, . . . . k 

thcrc mists in Go a node lab&d by (r(i). It follows that evq G1, . . . , G,, is a sub- 

$s.;iph of G md that SCC( (; 1 I- SCC( C&J (,I 9 . . u SCC( C& ) so that r( C; 1 = 

Max{ I ( (T,,k _ . . , r( Gk )). H~IIW. 13~ induction, wt’ h;m! r( G,) = /I( o, 1 for i = 0, . . . . k 
40 that Y( c; 1 = hr t’). 
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Case 4. e=*,.(e,,) with e,,=f(e,,. . . , ek). 
Let ?‘;, =Vai(eo) and T = Val(e). Let (G, no) be the pointed ranked graph 

* ,( GK,, /lo) (see Definition 1.19). By Proposition 1.20, T( G, n,) = T. It is easy to 
see that Gr q) = G. It follows from Proposition 2.5 that r( GT) s r(G). 

Let nl,. . . , nk be the successors of no in GT,,. Let Gi = GTor ni. It is clear that 
( Gi, ni) =t (Gl;, H,), where Ti = Val( ei), hence by induction that h (ei) = r( Gi), hence 
that 

h(e) = 1 +Max{h(e,), . . . , h(e,)}= 1 +Max{r(G,), . . . , r(Gk)}. 

Hence it suffices to show that 

r(G) s 1 +Max{r( G,), . . . , r( Gk)} (1) 

in order to conclude t/rat r( G7) s h(e). Let us consider the subgraph G’ = G\Q, 
of G. It is clear that 

Core( G\n,,\ == Caret G,,\ nd, 

SCC( C we( G$, n,, )) = SCC(Core( G,)) u l . l u SCC(Core( Gk)). 

HeTKe, 

ri ‘3-Y vu/ = r( Core( G,,,\ IZJ 

=Max(~(H)fHESCC~iore(Gi)),i=l,...,k) 

=Max{~$H)IHESCC(Gi),i=l,...,k} 

=Max{r(G,),. . . , r(Gk)}. (2) 

Since r(G) i 1 + r( G\n,,), we get (1) with the help of (2), which concludes the 

proof. q 

This shows that the (effective) construction of Theorem 3.1 produces an r.e. of 
minin. tar-height defining a given regular tree T. 

4. Application to other types of rational expressiorss 

O.her types of rational expressions defining regular trees have been introduced 

by Cousineau [9] and by Bloom and Elgot [2,12] (see [$I] for the relations between 

the two approaches). They use : single iteration operator defined with respect to 

a fixed enumerated set of variables V = {q, u2, u3, . . .>. 

The following class of r.e.‘s corresponds to those of Cousineau augmented with 

a composition operator, defined with respect to the fixed sequence Q, v2, . . . instead 

of arbitrary sequences u as in E (F, V). 

We shall denote { ul, . . . , ck} by Vk. 
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4.1. Definition. Let k?( F, V) be the set af expressions inductively defined as follows: 
e E H( F, V) iff one of the following conditions holds: 

(i) eEFu V, 
(ii) e=f(e,,. . . , ek),fEFk, ka 1, eI,. . , ekEH\F, V), 

(iii) e = *(e’), e’ E H( F, V), 
(iv) e = e[].( el, . . . , ek), e(,, . . . , ek E H( F, v). 

The value Val( e) OP e in H( F, V) is define3 inductively as follows, according to the 
four cases: 

(i) Val( e) = e, 

(ii> Val(e) =f(Val(eI), . . . , Vd(ek)), 

(iii) Val(e) is the unique tree t such that t =Val(4’)[t/u1, uI/u2,. . . , ok .Jt)J 

where Val( e’) f vl and Val( e’) E M”(F, &); Val( e) is saldefined if Val( e’) = ul. 

( iv) Val( e) = Vd( efl)[bl( e,)/ ul, . . . , Vd( ek)/ i+]. 

In cases (ii) to (iv), Val(e) is undefined if any of the required 
Val( et,), . . . , Val( ek ), Val( e’) is undefined. 

The star-height of e in H(F, V) is defined in an obvious way. 

4.2. Proposition. For every e in H( F, V) (mp. in E( F, V)), a rutional expression 
2 in E( F, V) ( resp. in H( F, V)) can be consmcid such h? h (@) = h(e) and 
Val( 2) = Val( e). 

Proof. The translation from H( F, V) into E( F, v) is easy: We do it by following 

the four cases of Definition 4.1: 

(i) t? = e, 

(ii) 3=f(&. . . , i$), 

iiii) F=(*Jii’)i.,, (q, C,,. . . , q. ,), with <T====(L,, t:-\,. . . . vk). 

(its) t? = Cfl.,r(4,, . . . , Z$.) with u = (u!, . . . + q,). 

It is clex that tr and Vail are preserved in the transfor!nati~~,n. Conver*;ely, iet 

CC_ E(F, V): 
(ij If eE Fu V, then c=e, 

(ii) if e =f(e,, . . . , u& then e=f’(P,, . . . . , i!,), 
(iii) if c = $: ,.,(u’) and Var(Val(d) c Vk, then 

c’=:t:(?‘).( Lyz,. . . , rlk) if i= 1 

2 = * ( e’. ( I’, -+ 1, C_l, . . . , L!,, L‘ 1 , I:, , 7, * . . , CI, 4 \ 1). ( I‘ 1. . , . , C’, , , I‘, . t‘, + 1 , . , 1‘1, ) 

if i# 1. 

(iv) if C=C ,,., JY,,. . . .cr,) with cr.-=(c ,,., . . , cJ, then ?=5,,,(&. . . 3;). where 

!==Max{i ,,... A,,) and e:=e, if i=i, and +o, if ia{i,,.. . ,ik}. 

It is clear that /I(C) = I?(e). LAY us \~erify that rule (iii, preserves Vat. ix.. that 

Val( 4) = Val( e) if we assume inductively that Val(i?) = ValQe’). 
(-‘me t i f 1). We have to show that Val(i!) = Val(eL i.e. that Val(4) = 

VaU c’)fVal( 4)./ r,]. Rut Val(e) = t[~,/ L’,]. where 

t=(ValWJ[r,+i. zh.. . . . ~1,. L’[. rl,:,_. . , rk.J)[r+I, t‘,l~~.. . . , L.~/L.~,,] 

= VafW[r,. L’:. . . . . I*, 1, t. L’, + ,. . . . , Q]. 
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Hence 

Val(e’)=Val(e”)[v,, V2,. . . , Vi-l, t, Vi+l,. . . , Vk][V1/Vi] 

=Val(e”‘)[v,, . . . , Vi-l,Vd(e’). Vi+19 l . . , Vk] 

= Val(P’)[Val(Z)l vi]* 

Since we assume that W(Z) = Val( e’), we are done. 
The case i = 1 is similar and more simple. 0 

4.3. &~::a?. E very regular tree T can be defined by a rational expression in 
H( F, V). The minimal star-height of such a rationaf expression is the same as for 
rational express:‘ons in E(F, V), i.e. is r( 6,). 

Regular trees can also be defined by means of iterative theory expressions as 
recalled in [8, Szction 4.7.31. The star-height problem (where * is considered as 
the ‘star’) is trivial since by a result of Elgot [12], every iterative theory expression 
can be transformed into one using t at most once, This is due to the power of 
vector-iteration by which several equations can be solved simultaneousiy. 

If one only allows scalar-iterations, one obtains (up to some details) the expressions 
of H(F, V) and Corollary (4.3) solves the star-height problem. 

A pplica rim to string ra tiorral expreshicn p 

We aim to explore thl: relations between E(F, V) and the classical r.e.‘s written 
with v , . , *, v). E, and the letters of the given alphabet, which define regular languages. 

Let us assume that F has no constants and let F be the new alphabet {fi lf~ F, 1 c 

is P(f)). 
Every tree in MX(F. V) has a branch-language Brch( t) c F* V. We only recall 

from [7,8] that Brch( v) = { v} and that Brch( f (t,. . . . , tk)) = f, Brch( tl) LJ . l - u 

fk Brch ( tk). 

If t E M”( F, V,), then Brch( t) = L, v1 u - l * u Lkvk and each f&i is prefix-free. 
If t is regular, then the L,‘s are regular. From an r.e. e in E(F, V,) we shall 

define a k-tuple e = (e,, . . . , ek) of (string) r.e.‘s such that e, defines Li- 

4.4. C nnstruction. For e in E (F, V, >, we define e = ( el, . . . , ek j by induction on 
the structure of e. 

(i) if r’ = u,, then e = (8, (I), e, . . . v)) with E at ith position, 
(ii) if e=f(d’. . . . . d”), then e, =f,df u_&dfu- . -f,,dy and d’=(d{, . . . , d/k) for 

all j = 1, . * . , 11, 

(iii) if e = *Je’), then ei =fl and e, = (ei)*e] for all j Z i, where e’ = (e’;, . . . , ei), 
(iv) if e=e’.,,(d,,. . . , d,,),where o=(Q,,. . . vi,), then ei=e;.d’,,ju* - l ue;.d’,,,, 

where e’ = (e’,, . . . , e;), . . . , di,,k) for 1 6 j s n and with di., -L c3, d,+j = E 
when ja{i,, i:.. . . , i,,} and i# j. 

IF is clear that h(e,) s h(e). 
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One can prove that Brch(Val( e)) = Val( el) u1 u l l l u Val( ek) uk by induction on 
the structure of e with help of the various lemmas of [7,8]. 

The r.e.‘s derived from this construction can be simplified with the following rules: 

Every r.e. can be transformed in a unique reduced expression red(e) by these 
rules (reduced means that no rule can be applied). Remark that a reduced expression 
defines the empty language iff it is exactly 0. 

4.5. Example. Let e = e,,.( e,, e,), with 

elr=*Jf(h g(~d))~ el =f(u,, u,), e2=*r (e3), 
2 

where 

e3 = 12( o,, ol, *&( ul)). 

We can take k = 2. By Construction 4.4 we get 

el = (f,.~ uf+, ti), 

which can be reduced into 

Similarly, onz gets for e,, the reduced 

el, = l&q, )*f,, 0). 

For 4 one gets, from Construction 3.4, 

which can be reduced into 
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(iii) ei =red(a,e, i u a2e2 i u l . * l n u a,en.i) for pairwise distinct letters a,, a2, . . . , a, 
in X and some e”‘, et’), . . . , e’“’ in Dk(X*) such that e”‘=(e,,, . . . 9 e,.d for 

j=l,...,n. 

(iv) ei = red(( e;)*( e:)) for i Z j a,ld ej = 0 for some j = 1, . . . , k and some e’ in 

&(X9. 
(v) ei = red( et,,, .el,i u * 9 l u e~~,k.ek,i) for some e”‘, . . . , e(&) in Dk(X*) such that 

e’” = (ei.1, . . . , Q). 

Finally, we define a deterministic rational expression (d.r.e.) over X as a component 
of some e in Dk(X*) for some k. We denote their set by D(X*). 

4.7. Remark. Whether a given r.e. is a d.r.e. is decidable although not completely 
trivially. A k-d.r.e. e = (e,, . . . , ek) has the star-height h(e) = Max{ h( e,), . . . , 

MJ- 

4.8. Proposition. If 4’ is a rational expression in E(F, V,), and e is as given in 
Construction 4.4. then e’ = red(e) is a k-deterministic rational expression over F and 
h( e’) s h(e). 

hoof. The proof clearly follows from the definitions. q 

4.9. Propsition ( 1) Deterministic rational expressions are non-ambiguous. 
t 2) They define prefix-free languages. 

Saying that an r.e. is rlon-ambiguous means that every worQ it defines is defined 
exactly once (,see [l 11). 

We now sketch the proof of the converse of (2) of Proposition 4.9. 
Let us assume that X is totally ordered in a fixed way, say X = {a,, . . . , a,,,}, and 

let & be a ranked alphabet in bijection with {(Y c X 1 a # 0). The rank of the element 
of F.y corresponding to cy is taken as Card( 0 1. Finally we denote by q the mapping: 
& +X associating with ai (considering cy as an element of Fx) its ith element 
w.r.t. the ordering on X. 

By [7, Corollary 5.141 for every prefix-free language L E X”, there is a unique 
locally finite tree Tl. in M”(F&, V,) such that cp(Brch( TI_)) = Lv,. Furthermore, Tl_ 
is regular if L, is. 4nd from a r.e. e in E( F& V,) defining Tl_, orle gets e = Ce,, . . . , ek) 
such that e?, . . . , el, = fl and Val( e,) uI = Brck( TL). Let cp( e1 ) be obtained by replacing 
in e, each x in p.\ by p(s). It is clear that Val(cp( e,)) = cp(j/al( e,)), i.e., that cp(e,) 
defines L. 

We know that (el, . . . , ek) E DA@%). Since, for all f in E’_K, cp(fi) f cp(f,) if i f i. 

the k-tuple (q( e,), . . . , tp(ek)) is still in Dk(X”‘). Hence, cp(e,) E 0(X*). These 
remarks establish the following proposition. 

4.10. Proposition. Every prefix-free regular language is &find by some deterministic 
m tiona 1 expression. 
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Let us define the deterministic star-height hd(L) of a regular language L as the 
minimum star-height of a d.r.e. defining L if L is prefix-free and L$ otherwise 
(where $ is a new symbol). It is easy to see that if L is prefix-free, L and L$ have 
the same deterministic star-height. 

Let GL be the transition graph associated with the minimal deterministic 
automaton of L. 

4.11. Theorem. For all regular languczge L, h,(L) = r( GL). 

Proof. Let us first show that hd( L) c r( G,.). Since r( GL) = r( G& we can assume 
that L is prefix-free. 

The tree T = TI_ in M”(F,y, V,) canonically associated with L is regular and its 
minimal graph G7. is isomorphic (up to the labels) to the graph Gl_. It follows that 
r( G l ) = r( G,). By Theorem 1.12, there exists an r.e. 3 in E( F,y, V) defining 7’ with 
star-height r( GT), and by the proof of Proposition 4.8 there exists a d.r.e. e’ of 
star-height at most h(e) = r(GT) which uefines L. Hence, h,(L) s r( Gl_). 

Converseiy, let L = Val(e) for some d.f.e. e of star-height n. We shall construct 
a transition graph G,. of rank at most iz, corresponding to sotne finite deterministic 
au?omaton recognizing L. 

Since the surjective homomorphism : G, + G, is pathwise. MacNaughton’s 
theorem (see [S, 171) shows that r( G[_) c r( G,), hence that r( G1.) s n. 

Finally, r( G,.) G h,,(L). With every k-d.r.e. e = (e,, . . . . ek) we shall associate a 
pointed directed graph (G,., II) satisfying the fallowing conditions: 

t i) each arc is labeled by some letter in X. 
ciij for every node s and every Q in A’, there is at most one arc with source s 

and labelled by ~1, 
(iii) some nodes are defined as i-termird for some i, 1 s is k, and are not the 

source of any arc. 
(iv) letting C&j denote the subgraph of G, consisting of all nodes and arcs 

belonging to some path from II to sornf: i-terminal node, then G, - U,. ,’ k G,;. 
From this last condition it is easy to prove that r( G,.) = Max{r( G,,) 1 1 s is k}. It 

is clem- that such a graph G, is the transition graph of a finite deterministic automaton 
t+ith final states of k different types. It defines a k-tuple of regular languages 
(ZJG,, l41,. . . , L,( G,. 11)) in an obvious way. 

We shall construct (G,, u) so that L,(G,. u) = Val(u,) (where e = (cl,. . . , ch ‘$ 

and r( G,, ) d I?(q) fcr all i= 1.. . . , k. 
In the following inductive construction, we assume that e = (e,. . . . , ec;). 
(4 ln Definition 46(ii) we let G, be reduced to the node 1.1, considered AS 

i-terminal. in Definition 4.6(i). G,, is the same and u is not i-terminal for any i. 
I @ 1 In Definition 4.(i(iii) we COnStrLiCt (&, M) as follows by using the (G,, i,, II’]’ 1’s 

for 1 T i c- f~ : we let G, consist of a n\*w node 14 and the (disjoint) union q>f 
(;,I ’ . . . . I c;,s ’ 1 , augmented with arcs from II to II’ j’ labelled by Q,, for all J’ = 1, . . . , II. 
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(y) In Definition 4.6(v) we construct similarly (G,, U) from the (G,(i), #))‘s, 
0 6 js k, by identifying with u(‘) the i-terminal nodes of Gp for 1 s i 6 k and 
letting u = u’? 

(8) In Definition 4.6(iv), i.e., if ei = red((e$*ef) for i #i and ej = 0 for some 
j=l , . . . , k, then we define (Gc, u) from ( Gcy, u’) by identifying with u’ the j- 
terminal nodes of Ger and letting u = u’. 

From the construction, it is clear that Li( G,, u) = Val( ei). One can show by 
induction on the construction that I( G=,J s h( ei): 

c ases (u), ( @), (y) are easy to establish. 
Case (6): 

This inequality follows from the remark that by adding one arc to a graph one 
cannot increase its rank by more than one. 

Hence, r( G,i) s h(ei) if we assume inductively that r( Gen,it) s h(ei) for all i’ = 
1 k. ,* * l . 

This construction is applicable to a d.r.e. e defining a language L, by considering 
it as the k-d.1 .e. (e, 0, v), . . . ,0) for the purpose of induction. It gives us the required 
graph cf, Kl 

4.12. Kemark. It is clear that for a regular language L, h(L) s h&Y). The following 
example is adapted fro-m Cohen and Brzozowski [6] and shows that the inequality 
may bc strict: 

L = (a u ab u abbb v ba)“bc, h(L)=l. 

The graph G1. is shown in Fig. 2. Its rank is 2. Hence, hd( L) > h(L). 
The same situation holds for the language defined by the r.e. (ab u abbb u ba)*bc 

which is non-ambiguous since {ab, abbb, ba} is a code (it is suffix-free). 

5. The restricted *tar-height of regular trees 

In this section we establish Theorem 1.14 which says that the restricted star-height 
of a regular tree is the length of its minimal pointed graph. 

We fix F and V exactly as in Sections l-3. 

5.1. Definitions. A quasi-tree is a pointed ranked graph (G, n) such that for every 
node II’ in G there exists one and only one cycle-free path from 11 to yt’. This is 
equivalent to saying that (G, IZ) is a pointed ranked graph such that 

(i) G=Grn, 
(ii) the set of arcs of G is the disjoint union of two sets A’ and A” such that 

(IV, J4’) is a tree with root n (IV is the set of nodes of G) and every arc a in A” 
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Fig. 2. 

has a target which either is equal to the source or is an ancestor of the source with 

respect to the tree (Iv, A’). 
It is easy to see that the partition of /I into A’ u N’ is possible in at most one 

way. An arc in A” will be called a bnckedge. 

The set C of nodes which are the target of a backedge is a base of G. We shall 

call it the canonical base. 
It is easy to see that if (G, 11) is reduced to a single node IZ labeled in F,, u V, 

then it is a quasi-tree, and that the operations on pointed graphs 0; Definitions 1.17 

and I. I9 preserve quasi-trees. It follows that every r.e, in &(F, V) denotes a 

quasi-tree. Let us denote by Q(e) the quasi-tree associated with e. E’rotn Propositions 
1. I I( and I.20 me immediately gets the following lemma. 

5.2. Lemma. Fur ec f-;;~ e irz E,,( F, V), T( Q( 4)) = Val(e). 

Remark that if 4’ is obtained from Y by a renaming of bound variables, then 

(CT(e’) = Q(e). 

An r.r.e e is in normal form if for all subexpressions of e of the form *Je,J then 

c,=fte,.. . ., ek) for some f in Fk and some ei, . . . . ek in E,,( F, V) such that c has 

it fret occurrence in at least one of q, . . . , ek. 
T$rivalently, an r.r.e. is in normal form (is in NE,@‘, V), if and only if either 

( i I e c. I;;, v V, 
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(ii) e = f(e,, . . . , ek), with el, . . . , ek in NE,(F, V), 
(iii) e = *,.(f( e,, . . . , ek)), with e,, . . . , ek in IvE,(F, V) and 2’ has at least one 

free occurrence in e, or 0 l l or ek. 

5.3. Proposition. (1) Every e in EO( F, V) can be transformed into an equivalent one 
e’ in normal form, with same quasi-tree and a star-height at most that of e. 

(2) Two r.e.3 in normal form defining the same quasi-tree are identical up to a 
renaming of the bound variables. 

(3) Every quasi-tree is defined by some r.r.e. 

The proof will be given in Appendix A. 

5.4. Remark. If (G, 11) = O(e) for e in Eo(F, V), then h(e) = l&G, n), where C is 
the canonical base of G. 

We shall establish Theorem 1.14 saying that for every regular tree T, h,( T) = 
I( Gr, n?.) as we did for Theorem 1.12, that is, by first constructing an r.e. from a 
pointed graph (G, n) and then showing that it is minimal when applied to the 
minimal pointed graph of some tree. 

The follow;ng proposition gives the construction and yields the inequality h,,( T) s 
I( Gel; 11~ i. 

5.5. Proposition. Let (G, n) be a pointed ranked graph with base B. One cGn 
construct a quasi-tree (l-1, m) such that T(H, m) = T(G, n) and l(H, m) G ls(G, )I). 

Proof. Together with (H, m) one defines a homomorphism cp: H + G such that 
gjm)=n (this insures T(H, m) = T(G, n)) and the canonical base C of (H, m); 
we shall have I,X(H, m) s luiG. n) (insuring I( H, m) G I,( G, n)). 

Since we can always replace G by Gr n and B by B’ = B n (Gr n) so that 
T(Gf )I, II) = T(G, n) and fb8(Gr n, n) s I,( G, n) (it is clear that B’ is a base of 

G[ n), we can assume that G1 n = G. 
We do the proof by induction on the integer nz( G, n, B) = C (Irj 17 E r}, where 

[y( is the number of nodes of a cycle-free path y and r is the (finite) set of cycle-free 
paths from n to the elements of B. (If n E B, we consider (n) as a path in r, and 
count it for 1.) 

Letting G = (N, Sue, Lab) (such that Gr n = G) we have 4 cases to consider. 

(3s~ 1. Lab(n)O’~,u V. 
Then we take (H, m) = (G, n), C =&4 <p the identity. 
InallothercasesweassumeLab(n)=fEF4,k~1andSuc(n)=(n,,...,nk). 
Case 2. n is not the target of any arc. 
Let Gi = Gr /I,, Bi = B n (Gt ni). It is clear that m( Gi, ni, B,) < m( G, ~1, B) hence 

WC;: can assume inductively that we already have (Hi, IX, ), pi: HI -+ G,, sending 172, 

c>llt(> II,, and Ci such that Z,,( Hi, mi) s 1B,( Gi, ni). Wt: can assume that HI, . . . , Hk 
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have disjoint sets of nodes. Then we take (H, m) =f<( IfI, ml), . . . , ~.f&, mk)) for 

some new node m, q(m) = n, cp( HZ’) = cp,( m’) for a node m’ in Hi, C = (I’, LJ l l l u CA. 

It is clear that C is the canonical base of H and that 

I,-(H, ml =Max{l,;(Hi, nzi)/ 1 s is k}. 

Similarly, 

Since by induction we assume that lc;( Hi, ~ti) s [I$,( Giq ni) WC get I(.( H, rn) s I,( G, 11) 
as wanted. 

COW 3. IZ E B and II is the target of some arcs. 

Let t’ be a new variable (not appearing in G). 

Let G, be obtained from G by adding a new node s labelled by t‘ and letting s 

bc the target of every arc having target II in G, so that (G, n) = *J G,, 11). 

Let 131 = f3 -{II}. 

It is easy to check from the definitions that B, is a base of GI. that f13,( G,. II) = 

I,, ( G, II ) - I . 

The set of paths I‘, is exactly I‘minus the one-node path (II) hence IIZ( G,, tl. B,) = 

HI ( CL II, !3 I- 1. One can assume by induction that we have ( H,, nz 1, q:, C, associated 
with ( Gi, II). 

One then let ( H, 1~) = *t:l (l--l,. IN), p be the restriction of q, to the nodes of H(i.e.. 

the nodes of If, not Iabelled by I!). C = C’, u (112). It is clear that 
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and B,. Setting p = 7~ 0 pl, the triple (H, m), cp, C is the required one. In particular, 

T(M ml= T(G,n) (due to the existence of cp), 1&E?, m)+JG*, n)= 

f,(G, 11). Cl 

5.6. Corollary. For every regular tree T, one can construct an r. e. in E,,( F, V) defining 
T and such that h(e) s l( G7., n7). Hence, h,,( T) s I( G-,$ n,.). 

Proof. Let B be a base of GT for which I,( GT, 12.; ) = I( G7; +). The quasi-tree 

(H, m) associated with G.,, nT7 B by Proposition 5.5 corresponds to an r.e. e in 

NE,,( F, V) of star-height I,,( H, rn) s I,( GT; n?.). Cl 

5.7. Remarks. As for the construction of Proposition 2.6, the present one is effective 

provided one kno-ws a base B for which 113( G,, rzr-) is minimal. It can be found by 

brute force enumeration but an efficient algorithm remains to be found. This remark 

applies also to the computation of I( G.r, n& 

5.8. Proposition. Let e c E,,( F, V) be an r.r.e. of minimal star-height de-fining T. 
Ow carI defiw a base B of G ,mch that h(e) 3 ln( Gr, n-J. Hence, h,,( T) 2 I( G.l.. t1.l.). 

Proof. Since by Proposition 5.3 one can transform an r.e. e in E,,(F, V) into an 

equivalent one in NE,,(F, V) without increasing the star-height, one can a sume 

that tp is in A%‘,,( F, V). 
Let (H, m) be the associated quasi-tree with canonical base C. Let cp: (H, m) --f 

( C;[, 11~ i be the unique homomorphism (see Proposition 1.9j. It is surjecrive. Let 

13 = p(C), We have to verify that B is a base. 

Recall from the protJf of Proposition 2.5 that for every path y from n’ to N” in 

G, for every s’ in H such that q( s’) = 11’. there is a unique path in 1-f starting at s’ 

having the image y by cp; it will be denoted by cp,,#‘( y). 

Let now y be a cycle, say, from rz, to 12~ in G l; Let s be an arbitt:lry ncde of H 
such that q ( s) = II I and consider the paths CP I ’ (7”) for all k 2 1. Th zre exist k ;md 

k + k’ such that cp, ‘( yk) ;\nd cp;‘( y”‘“‘) havIe the same target s’. Hence, there exists 

8 cycle from s’ to s’ in , I with image yl“ by qz 

‘This cycle has some node s” in C. Its image q( s”) belongs to yl“ knee to y and 

;~Iso to B. Hence B ic a base of G,. 

!_et US IIOH’ show tllat I,-( H, II~) 2 /[{(G-I, /il.). 
I_.ct *J: (II, = II{,, 111, . . , 11~ ) be a B-simple path in G , and H’ = B n y. Let (P,,/( ‘)i) = 

QFl = iFl,), r)ll, . . . , tFlk . If i f j and HZi = ~1, E C, then Iti = rz, E B contradicting the 

hypothesis. Hence, up ,I,‘( yl is C-simple. 

It is clear that B’ =. p(C A cpI,/( y)), hence, 

Card( B%Card(i-n (F,>)( y))~ Z(,(H, IN). 
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Proposition 5.8 and Corollary 5.6 give us Theorem 1.14, i.e., the equality hO( T) = 

Wb, M. 
We now show that this result applies to the rational expressions defined by 

Cousineau [U] and to the class of restricted scalar (iterative theory) expressions 
defined by Courcelle [8]. 

With the notations of the present paper, these expressions correspond to the 
subset /-I,,( F, V) of H(F, V) consisting of r.e ‘s of H(E V) which do not use the 
composition operator .( , . . . ,). 

All that we need is the following analogue of Proposition 4.2: 

5.9. Proposition. For every r.r.e. in H,,( F, V) (resp. in E,,( F, V)) one can construct 
an r.r.e. 2 in E,,( F, V) (resp. in H,,( F, V)) which defines the same tree and has no 
larger star-height. 

Proof. Let e E H,,( F. V). We define t? inductively as follows by assuming that no 
variable is both bound and free in 2 (bound variables are renamed if necessary): 

4-e -- if e E F(, u V, 

t?=f(&,. . . ‘14k) if 4 =f(e,, . . . , ek), 

4=* l.,(4’[q/ul, L+/c~. G/U_+. . , t!,._,&j) if e=*(e’), 

where k is such that Fvar(e’) E { u,, . . . , ok} and 1 is large enough so that v1 does 
not appear in 4‘. 

Let us only verify that Val( 2) = Val( e) if Val( 3) = Val( 4’). it suffices to show that 

Val(e) =Val(e’)[Val(e)/v,, v,/z+. . . , uli ,/cJ (0) 

Hut from the definition 

Vah?) = Val( 2’[ vI/ vI, v,/ v2, . . . , ok_ ,/ c,])[Val(S)/ v,] 

=Valf~‘j[v~/v,. v,/v2.. . . , uk. ./vk][Val(e)/v,] 

=VaW?‘)[Val(4)/v1, v&,. . . , vk_.,/vA], 

which gives (3) since we assume that Val( 3) = Val(e’). 

The other verifications are trivial. 
Let us now start from P in E,,( F, V). We can ;LSSUIIIC’ that no variable in e IS both 

INUI~ :md free. nor is hound twice. Let k be large enough so that e E E,,(F, V, ). 
13~ induction on tht: structure of 4, wc &fine 4 in H,,(F: 1,‘) for all ta in E,,( F, V,,) 

satkfvins the above condition on the bound variables. 

c; = C’ if Y c F;, LI b’. 

c’=f(C,,...,c’n) if 4 =f(e!,. . . , q), 

f3 --_ *: ( [’ ” ) if 4~ *J e’). 

mal ~hw 1~” = comp( J’. 13~. 1%;. . . . . I*,. 29, . ~j + ?. . . . , 11~ ) , ). 
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Here we use an operation on H,(F, V) introduced in [8, Definition 4.5.41 which 
associates with an (n+ I)-tuple of r.r.e.‘s (e, e,, . . . , e,) an r.r.e. 4’ = 
comp( e, el, . . . , e,) such that 

Val(e’) =Val(e)[Val(e,)/v,, . l . ,Walk,)/u,]. 

This operation allows to eliminate the composition operator .(, . . . ,) from r.e.‘s, 
i.e., to translate in &(F, V) a r.e. of H( F, V). 

Let us verify that Val( if) = Val( e) by assuming that Val( if’) = Val( e’) and the 

fundamental property of camp recalled above. 
We have i ? verify that 

Val(e> =Val(e”)[Val(e)/v,, v&,. . . , vk/vk+J. 

But this amounts to verify 

Val(d =Val(2’)[v,/v,, . . . , vl/vl.-,, v,/c,, v,+2/v,-f.,. . . . , uk+,/vk] 

[Val(e)/v,, v&. . . . , wk+J; 

equivalently 

Val(e)=Val(P’)[v,/v,,. . . , vl_,/vI-,,Val(e)/q, vi+,/v~+l,. . . , ~&.Jk], 

and th’s hold< from the hypothesis that Vd( i?) = Val( e’) and e = *,,( e’). 

Ther c only remai IS to establish that h! e”) =G h(e’). We show that h(e”) s h(8) 

in the above constrt ction by looking at thz definition of camp that we recall from 

[a ; et= comp(e, e,, . . . , e,,) is the following r.e.: 

(i) 4’ = ei if e = ,I,, 15 iS n, 
(ii) 9’ =e if e= I ,, i > n or if e E Fo, 

(iii) e’=f(e’,. . . . . . ek) if e=f(d,, _. . , d,j and e: =comp(d,, e,, . . . , e,,), i = 

1 
’ (I;, 

,k 
e’ = *(comp(,t vl, dl, . . . , d,,)) if e = *(e”) and where di = 

comp(e,, v2, v3,. . . , zi+J for i = 1,. . . , n and 1 is large enough so that Fvar (ei) C_ 

(v,, . . . , L’,). 

The result will follow from the following claim. 

Claim. If el, . . . , e,, E V, then h(comp(e, el, . . . , e,,)) 5 h( ei. 
We prove it by induction on the structure of e. 

Cases (i)-( iii) are clear. 

In case (iv) it is also clear that the d,‘s belong to V. Hence, by induction, 

h(comp(e”, v,, &. . . . n,,)) s tt(e”) and h(e’) s h(e). E’l 

This concludes the proof of Proposition 5.9 and shows that h,,( T) = I((‘; I, II,; j is 

also the minimal star-height of an r.r.c. in I&( F, V) defining 7: 

5.10. Remark. A family of rational expressions for languages could ‘be derived 

from E,,( F, V) as we did in Section 4 from E( F, V) and a result analogous to 

Theorem 4.11 could be derived from Theorem 1.14. 
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5.1L Example. We shall use the system C of Example 2.8. Due to the presence 
of loops (see Fig. 1 (a)) the only base of G is {x, y, z, t}. 

Note then that 

l(G, x) = 4, I(G, y) = 3, Z(G, z) = 3, f(G, t) = 1, 

so that tl,,(X) =4, Iz,,( Y) = h,,(Z) = 3 whereas h(X) = h( Y) = h(Z) = 2. Let us con- 
struct an expression in E,,(F, V) for defining Y. We shall define it as 

6 = *,(g( 24 el, ed), 

where el should define the tree T(G”‘, x) and ez the tree T(G”‘, z), where G”’ is 
shown in Fig. 3 (compare with Fig. l(c)). 

We can take 

e, =*Af(x, z-4, e2 = *,(g(z, u, e3)), 

where e3 shouid defix T( G”‘, I). Clearly we can take 

c-1 = *,(h(t. 2)). , 

Fig. 3. 

5.12, Example. This example shows that the canonical base C of a quasi-tree (G. II 1 

ik not necessarily the ‘best‘ one, i.e., that we can have l(G, tt) < I+ II). Let (G, .I-) 

hc the quasi-tree Q(e) associated with e = *y(f(*!.(g(y, /~(a, s)):l)) with nodes 
den0ted by A-, y, z, t in an obvious way, lat~dttd with .f, ,g. II, ~1, and represented in 
Fig. J(:i j. 

Its canonical base is {x, JJ} and fcV(G, x) = 2 but { ~7) is also a base giving I( G, s) = 1. 
From it one can construct the r.r.e. 

cquiv:dent to e ;tnd of smaller star-height. The quasi-tree of e’ is sItown in Fig. 4(b). 
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(a) 
Fig. 4. 

5.13. Example. Consider the pointed graph (G, 1) where G is shown in Fig. 5. The 
sets B = (i, 2,3} and B’ = {4,5} are two minimal bases of G. We have lHS( G, 1) = 2 

and lD(G, 1)=3 (due to the path 1,4, 2, 5, 3). 

Fig. 5. 

Appendix A 

This appendix is devoted to the proofs of Propositions 3.2 and 5.3. 

A.l. Definition. We first define a set of rewriting rules on E( F, V) that will be 

used to simplify an r.e. in a certain way. 
Let R be the union of the following sets of rtlles (RI) to (R3), where e, el, . . . , ek 

are in E(F, V): 

(RI) c.,,(e,, . . . , f?k) + e; if v=a(i), 

UW e.,,h . . . , ek) + e.,(e!, . . . , ei-1, ei+l, . . . , ekh 

where o’=(a(l),.. .,a(i-l),rr(i+l),. . . ,a(k)), 

if u( i) 6! Var( Val( 4)’ , 

(R3’ *Je) -+ e if o & Var(\‘aI(e)). 
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The notation e jR 2 means that one can find a subexpression e’ of e which is the 
left part of some rule in R. Letting e” be the corresponding right part, t? is obtained 
by the replacement of e’ by 8 at one of its occurrences in e. 

This corresponds to one step of simplification of e. 

It is clear that VaI( 2) = Val( e) and that h( 2) s h(e) for any rule e + e’ in R. It 

follows, in particular from Definition 1.3, that the same holds for e, e’such that e + R t?. 

Since each rule of R reduces the length of the expression to which it applies, +R 

is Noetherian. It is easy to prove that it is also locally confluent, hence confluent 

(see [I 51). Hence, every r.e. e has a unique normal form w.r.t. +,R, that we shall 

denote by simpI(e). Our previous remarks have established the following lemma. 

A.2. Lemma. For every r.e. e simpl( e) is eLpiw&w to e and h(simpl( e)) s h(e). 

We denote by SE( F, V) the set {simpl( e) 1 e E E( F, V)). It would be easy to prove 

by induction on the structure of e thatfor ail e in SE(F, V), Fvar(e) =Var(Val(e)), 
whereas only 2 holds in the general case. 

We now define a new type of simplification based on the remarks that *,.(*,%:(e)) 

is equivalent to *J e[ u/ w]), and that *J(*,J e).,,(ei, e,)).,(e3, u,)) is equivalent to 

*J(e[t‘/~‘].,,(e,, e,)!.,(e3. e,)) (provided ZJ does not appear in CT and 7). 

We include all these situations by defining an operator 91. such that *Jq,(e)) is 

equivalent to *!:t (e) and cz(9,>(e)) s h(e). 

Let us recall that e[c/ i;~] denotes the substitution of L: for all free occurrences 

of 1~ in 4. 

A.3. Definition. For every t‘ in V let 9,. be the following operator defined on 
SE(F, V)- V: 

(i) 9J*&)) = q,.(e)[ t:/ w], 

(ii) qL.(eJe,,. . . , ek))=qJe).,,(e,,. . . , ckb, 
(iii) qJf(e,. . . . , ck)) =f(e,, . . . , er,), 

where in (i) we alloti- u’ = c, in (ii) we assume that 1‘ G! CT (some renaming is done 

in e and u if necessary) and in (iii) we allwv k = 0. 

Proof. ( I ) It is clear that the computation of 9,.(e) terminates for all t’ in SE( F. V) - 
\ ‘. 
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By using an induction on the computation, it is not difficult to prove that 

q&k SE(F, V) b y using the auxiliary assertion that Fvar(q,.( e)) = Fvar( e). 
Case (i). Fvar( e) = { u, w, x, y, . . . , t) = Fvar(q,( ei) by induction; 

Fvar(q,( e)[v/ w]) =(v, x, y, l . l , t} = Fvar(*,(e)). 

It is easy to see that if e’ is in SE(F, V), then so is e’[ u/ w], hence qr( * ,,( e)) E SE( F, V) 
if qL’( e) E E(F, V). 

C ‘use (ii). From the assumption that e.,( e,, . . . , ek) E SE(F, V) we have Fvar( e) = 
{u,a(l),. . . ,O(k),X. y,. . . , t} and Fvar( qc( 6)) is the same. 

Now 

Fvar(e.,,(e ,..,.., 4,,))=(u,x,y ,... ,r)JU(Fvar(e,)I1~i~Fc) 

=Fvartq: (+,(c,, . . . , e,&. 

Hence, Fvar(e.,,(el,. . . . e,)) =Fvar(q,.(e.,,(e,, . . . , ek))). 
Since el, . . . , Q, qt.(e) E SE(F, V), the only possibilities for qc (e).,,(e], . . . . eh ) 

not to be in SE( F. 1)‘) are that rules (Rl) or (R2j are applicable at the top level. 

Since qt.(e) nr\fer belongs to V, the first case is excluded. Since 

‘i’m(Val( e)) = Fvar(e) = Fvar( qJ elf = Var(,Val(q,.( c)) j, 

the second case would imply that a similar rule would be applicable to e,,( el, . . l , ek ) 

contradicting the initial :wumption. 

Hence, qt.(Lz.,,(el.. . . , eL)kSE(F. VI. 
Cclse (iii). Trivial. 

(3 Since 

Var(Val(qJe)1) =Fvar(q,.W) =Fvar(e) =Var(Val(u)). 

no rule of (R3) is applicable to *IJqr,( e)) if *,(el E SE(F, 1% 

To prove that *ic, (qt.(e) 1 is equivalent to *J ry) we also use an induction on the 

computation of q,.(e). 
Cm-e (il. We must show that 

:!:, (q&q) = d:( (c’), 

y (e.,Je,, . . . . eh))“~,(q,(e).,,(e,.. . . .eJ) 

f rum t hc hypothesis that 
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But this follows from Lemmas 1.21 and 1.22 by some calculations: 

y.( e.,( e,, . . . , e,)) = *,l(*c(e.,(el[wl VI,. . . T ek[w/vl)>) 

= *,,((*&)).,(eJ+l~19. . . 9 ekblvl)) 

= *,((*,(q,(e>).rr(el[w/vl,. . . 9 ekbl VI)) 

where w does not occur in e, el, . . . z ek. 
Cue (iii). Trivial since qr (e) = e. Cl 

111 the normal form we wish to get in Proposition 3.2 we require that in every 

r.e. of form *:( e,,), the : e. e,, is of the form f( e,, . . . , ek). 

The operator ql. helps \,y putting together several iterations but is insufficient ~9 

transform *I O.fh e,).,,h, e,)L(e,, eh)) into 

*Jf(( er.,,(ejv e4H.,(es, e,>, (e2.,,(e3, e4L(es, e,,))). 

This will be the job of the operator p defined below. 

AS. Definition. Let p: SE( F, V) -+ SE( F, V) be the following operator: 

(i) y( c) is undefined, 

(ii) P(*~ (ejj is undefined, 

(iii) p()‘t e,, . . . , e,)) =f(e,, . . . . ek) with k 2 0, 

(iv) /O.,,(e,, . . . , Q)) =f(e;, . . . , ek) if I)(C) is defined and equal to f( ey, . . . . ~1) 

and 4: = simpl( 4:. ,( e,, . . . . ek )) for all i and is undefined if p( e 1 is. 
We sh;lll denote by SE,,( F, V) the set of r.e.‘s in SE(F, V). for which p is ckfined. 

A.6. Lemma. Let e E SE,,(F. V). Therz p(e) belongs to SE( F, VI. is equiuale~1t to e 
c~ndIz(p(e))~h(e?. Wctza~ep(e)=fle,,....el,~~forsor~~efi~zF~.k~O,ar~d~c,~~~e~ 
fi)r all i = 1.. . . , k. If 4 sf V, theri p( ql (0)) is de_/ked. 
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This implies in particular that every subexpression of e is minimal. Here is an 
example of an r.e. which is minimal together with all its subs- .%pressions: 

e = *Jl*Jf@, w9 x)))=,*y(~(y, 0, a)),. 

It is not strongly minimal since *,.J f( v, w, x)) can be replaced in e by f( v, v, x) 
giving the equivalent 

2 = *,(f( 0, 0, x).,*Jg(y, 24 a))~. 

.4.8. Lemma. Every r.e. is equivalent to some minimal r-e. belon@ng to SE( F, V). 

Proof. Lea e be minimal. Then simpl( e) is equivalent to e and h(simpl(e)) s h(e) 
by Lemma A.?, hemae we have an equality and simpl( c) is minimal. III 

A.9. Definition. An r.e. is in norj?zal form if it is in SE(F, V) and for all its 

subexpressions of form *r.(e,l), the r.e. e,, is of the form f (e,, . . . , ek 1 for some f‘ in 

Fk, k 2 i and some r.e. ,el. . . . , ek. 

All our &II ts converge to the following proposition. 

AJO. Proposition. Every r.e. is equivalent to some strongly minimal r.e. in normal 
fW?l. 

Proof. Bq Lemma A.8 we can start from e in SE( F, V) of minimal star-height. We 

show the existence of the desired norm(e) by induction on (h(e), lel) w.r.t. the 

lexicographical ordering. 

So let e E SE(F, V) be of minimal star-height. We consider several cases. 

Case I. e E F,, u V. Obviously, norm(e) = e. 
Case 2. e = f( e,, . . . , ok). For every i = 1,. . . , k let ei be equal to e, if e, is of 

minimal star-height and be any equivalent r.e. in SE(F, V) of minimal star-height 

otherwise. 

In both cases, (/I( e:). !ej!) cr (II(U), lel) so that by induction we can assume the 

e?;istence of norm(e& equivalent to ei, strongly minimal and in normal form. So 

let norm(e) =f(norm(e’,), . . . , norm(ei)). Then norm(c) is equivalent to C, 

h(norm(e)) 5 h(e), hence the equality holds since e is assumed minimal. It follows 

that norm(e) is minimal. It is strongly minimal and in normal form since 

oorm(u;L.. . ,normbQ arc‘. 

Cuse 3. e = eI,.,,(e,, . . . . eh) with k .a 1. :The argument is the same with ei for 

i = 0.. . . , k. One gets 

norm(e) = norm( e&,(norm( e;), . . . , norm( e;)). 

c;Ase 4. e = *beg). We let e,=qJe,) and e3=p(e7). By Lemma A.4 *&z) is 

equivalent to e. is in SE(F, V) and h(*,.(e2)) G h(e), I*,.(e,))ls lel. 
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We cannot have el in FOu V since otherwise e would not have been in SE(F, V). 
Hence by I :irna A.6, e3 is defined. Let e3 =f( e’,, . . . , e;) for some f in Fk, k 2 1. 
Note that h(e:) < h(e) for all i = 1,. . . , k. Let e:’ be equal to ei if ei ic minimal and 

be any equivalent r.e. in SE( F, V) of minimal star-height otherwise. 
Once again h( el) < h(e). Hence we can take 

norm(e) = *Jf(norm(e~), . . . , norm(eE))L 

It is clear that Val(norm(e)) =Val(e), that h(norm(e))s h(*,(e,))d h(e), hence 
since e is assumed minimal we have the equality and norm(e) is minimal. Also 
norm(e) E SE( F, V) since norm{ ey), . . . , norm( ei) E SE{ F, V); if a rule of (R3) 

would be applicable at the top level, then e would not be minimal. 
Similarly, norm(e) is strongly minimal since norm( ep), . . . , norm( e{) are so and 

since if f(norm(ey), . . . , norm(e[)) could be replaced by some strictly smaller r.e. 
in norm{ e), then e would not be minimal. 

Finally, norm(e) is in normal form due to the presence of f after *[. and the 

inductive hypothesis that norm(e'$ . . . , norm@:) are in normal form too. 12 

Proposition A.10 just proved is stronger than Proposition 3.2. in particular due 
to the fact that the strong minimality is a more severe requirement than Definition 

3.1(i). 

Let us now turn our attentiou to the restricted rational expressions and their 

normal form required by Proposition 5.3. 

We shall denote by SE,,(F, V) the set S&F, V) n &,( F, V). 

A.1 1. Remark. By inspecting the definitions and the proof of the preceding proposi- 

tions and 1emrnac--, the reader will notice that they all work for r.e.‘s in E,,( F, V). 

!VIore precisely, the operators simpl, qt., p produce expressions in &,(I?, \,‘j from 
given expressions in E’,,(F, I’), SE,,( F, V) - V and SEJF. V) n E,,( F, V), respec- 

tively. In the proof of Proposition A. 10, the minimal expressions e: (in Case 2) and 

e:l (in Case 4) are to be taken in SE,,( F, V) of course. 

Hence Proposition A. 10 holds for restricted rational expressions exactly as for 

rat ion;tl expressions. 

Proof of Proposition 5.3. ( 1) Let II 1~ the Col!owing oper;Nr: SE,,I F. 1’) -+ 

SE‘,,( F. \,’ I: 
(i) rz(e) = 4 for (-’ in F:,c V. 

With help of Lemma A.4 it is easv to prove that H(U) is well defined and in 

SE,,( I;: 0 that Cl(rz( CPU s Iz(el, and- that Q(rz(e)) = Q(e) (whence Vah H(C)) = 
VaK u) 1. all this by induction on the structure of e. 

:ZncI it is clc;lr that il( (9 is in normal form (since. in particular. in cast2 (iii) 

c’ Y‘ F-& 1’. (1, (cD) is of the form f’( tpl, . . . , e,,) as requircdj. 
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(2) and (3). It is easy to define a mapping n’ from quasi-trees to r.r.e. in NEo( F, V) 

such that n( n’( e)) = e, and to show that there is a unique such mappkg. Tk results 
now follow. Cl 
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